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Greetings! My name is Oak Metcalfe and I’m the State Materials Engineer for the Montana
Department of Transportation and today I’m going to talk about something that has been
complicated, confusing, and just down right aggravating over the years – and that’s Buy
America. You’ll notice I put Buy America in quotation marks, and I’ll go into more detail
about that later, but my goal over the next 45 minutes or so is to explain this regulation and
take some of the mystery out of what it means, why it’s required, and how to deal with it.
I’d also like to take this time to thank the auditors in the Materials Information and
Certification Office for their assistance putting this together. I built this presentation on
several other presenta ons MICO has put together over the years. →
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“BUY AMERICA” REQUIREMENTS
All steel and iron materials incorporated into MDT projects must
meet “Buy America” requirements.
• 23 USC Section 313 – All projects eligible for Federal Aid under the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), regardless of funding source.
• 23 CFR 635.410 – All manufacturing processes including coating must occur in the
United States.
• FHWA “Buy America” Policy, Guidance, and Q&A
(https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/construction/cqit/buyam.cfm)
• MDT Standard Specification 106.09 – Provides the contractual link to MDT projects.
• There is a “minimal use” exception for foreign steel. $2,500 or 1/10th of 1% of the total
contract value (0.001 x Contract Value), whichever is more, can be non-domestic. This
includes cost to deliver to the project.
So…what does all this mean and how do we sort through it???

With very rare exceptions, the Buy America rules apply to all MDT projects. It all started
back in 1982 with the “Surface Transportation Assistance Act.” This act laid the
groundwork for “Buy America” by requiring all Federal Aid projects to use steel and iron
that was domestically manufactured. This is where the first misconception about “Buy
America” comes from. There is no such thing as the “Buy America Act”. “Buy America”
was just a provision contained within the STAA. (Sec on 165) →
From that act, Title 23, section 313, of the United States Code was amended to require that
all steel and iron be domestic for any project that was Federal Aid eligible under the
National Environmental Policy Act. In other words, a project that has a NEPA document
(Cat X, EA, or EIS). This means pretty much all MDT construction projects, however
Maintenance and State funded projects without a NEPA document are exempt. Further
complicating things… Since the STAA covered all federal aid projects, including the FAA,
FTA, FRA, and AMTRAK, as well as FHWA, the result was 5 different definitions of Buy
America! This is why stating something “meets Buy America” doesn’t really mean anything
unless you follow it up with addi onal clarifying language. →
The rules are further defined for FHWA in Title 23, section 635, of the Code of Federal
regulations. This is where we get the operating definition that you will see throughout this
presentation – iron and steel must come from manufacturing processes, including coatings,
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that occur en rely within the U.S. of A. →
If you ever want to learn more ‐ FHWA has summarized all of this on their website at this
link. This is where MDT goes for guidance and interpreta on. →
Finally, the rules are incorporated into MDT contracts via standard specifica on 106.09. →

Having said all that, a “minimal” amount of foreign steel may be used. If the total dollar
amount of the foreign steel, including delivery to the project, but not including labor, is less
than either $2500 or 1/10th of 1% of the contract value, whichever is more, then foreign
steel is allowed. →
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“BUY AMERICA” REQUIREMENTS
What does all this mean?
• The rules apply to ALL MDT projects using any federal funds, at any point in
development or construction, including maintenance projects.
• Iron and Steel must be “melted and manufactured” in the U.S.A.
• What does “melted” mean?
• The original source of steel or iron must be a U.S. foundry, smelter, or steel mill.
• Foreign source steel billets are not allowed
• What does “manufactured” mean?
• Any process that modifies the chemical content; physical shape or size; or final
finish.
• Includes initial melting through the bending and coating stages. Also includes
rolling, extruding, machining, grinding, and drilling – or “Fabricating”. More on
that later…

So where does that leave us? → Whenever Federal Aid is involved in a project, the rules
apply, and it starts with preconstruction. If any Federal Aid dollars are spent in design but
for some reason the project is State funded during construction, the rules still apply. If
there is any steel on a Maintenance project that uses Federal Funds, the rules apply.
Before we go to much further, it’s important to note the rules apply to steel that is
“permanently incorporated” into the project. If a steel item is only temporary, like shoring,
and will be removed later, then the rules don’t apply to that item. Therefore, if MDT
allows foreign steel to be permanently installed, and the cost is in excess of the minimal
use amount we just went over, that steel must be removed and replaced with domestic
steel at contractor expense. If MDT were to decide to leave foreign steel in place for
whatever reason, knowing it was non‐domestic, the most likely outcome is the entire
project would be “non‐parred” – meaning FHWA would not “participate” in the project AT
ALL ‐ meaning MDT would have to pay for it with 100% state funds. And I’m here to tell
you, we can’t afford that. Technically, there is a chance FHWA would “non‐par” a single
item. However, because MDT has been warned by FHWA repeatedly to ensure this doesn’t
happen due to past transgressions, it is highly unlikely only the item would be non‐parred.
That is why we place such scru ny on this topic. →
So… just what is domestic steel then? The term “melted and manufactured in the USA” is
generally acceptable language for certifications indicating the steel and iron were just that,
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“melted” and “manufactured” domes cally. →
Melted means the liquid metal originated in the U.S. → The ore can be foreign, but the act of
melting, forging, casting, etc. has to take place domes cally. → Ingots or billets from other
countries are not allowed. →
Manufactured means pre y much what you think it means. → Anything that aﬀects the final
form or chemical content of the steel or iron. →
We’ll talk a lot later about “fabrica on”, but this is just another term for manufacturing. →
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“BUY AMERICA” REQUIREMENTS
How does MDT deal with all this?
• Steel and iron products are categorized by “Material Code” in section MT 601 in the
Montana Materials Manual.
• Steel Category 1 – Requires heat number traceability from the mill (mill cert) through
final fabrication as well as certification all manufacturing processes, including coating,
have taken place in the U.S. from each entity (each “step”) in the fabrication process
• Steel Category 2 – Requires certification from the final fabricator all manufacturing
processes, including coating, have taken place in the U.S. (No heat numbers!)
• “Melted and Manufactured in the U.S.A.” or “Meets 23 CFR 635.410” or
“All manufacturing processes, including coatings, have occurred in the U.S.A.”
• NOT “meets buy America”, “made in America”, or “meets buy American”.

7/14/2021
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Now… what does this mean for our field staff and the contractors and suppliers? This is
where MDT works in conjunction with the Local FHWA Division office to figure out how to
enforce the rules. →
Ever since MDT went to using SiteManager and the AASHTOWare programs for Contract
Administration and Materials Lab Information, we have identified materials using 9‐digit
“Material Codes” that correspond to the section of the spec book that deals with them.
This isn’t an absolute because there are always materials that are dealt with in Special
Provisions or don’t have a specific section of the book ‐ but it’s true in the majority of
cases. These codes are itemized with their respective sampling and testing requirements in
the Materials Manual, specifically in section MT 601. Once all the standard materials were
given codes, the codes were placed into what we call Buy America Categories. →
Category 1 requires the highest level of documentation. Heat numbers from mill certs or
MTRs are used to trace the steel back to the original mill (where it was melted). The heat
numbers are also used to track the steel through the fabrication process to ensure the steel
that ends up in the final product is the same steel that left the mill. This is also known as
the “Step Process” where each entity responsible for manufacturing or fabrication certifies
their “Step”, including coating (galv, epoxy, powder) happened in the US with US steel using
the heat number. Currently there are only 7 material codes that are Cat 1. Guardrail (Box
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& W‐beam), Piling (structural, pipe, & sheet), structural steel tubing, and structural steel
(plate). →
Category 2 only requires certification from the final “step” or “fabricator” in the process.
Mill certs are not required to be submitted, but the “final fabricator” must certify the
product they deliver was manufactured domestically using domestic steel, AND they must
maintain all documenta on to prove domes c origin of steel. (Mill certs/Heat #s) →
Here are some examples of language that is acceptable to certify all that we’ve discussed so
far. “Melted and Manufactured in the USA” is still the standard. A cert could also say “meets
23 CFR 635.410” This addresses what we discussed previously about the 5 different
definitions of “Buy America”. And finally, the language from the code, “all manufacturing
processes , including coa ngs, have occurred in the USA.” →
Just “Buy America” doesn’t work because those alternate definitions I’ve been referring to
allow higher amounts of foreign steel than is allowed by 23 CFR. “Made in America” doesn’t
work either because that usually means something was “assembled” in America with no
regard to the source of the raw materials. This is also known as “Buy American”, which is
another law all together. This causes confusion because “Buy American“ applies to direct
federal spending while “Buy America” applies to Federal AID spending. This is an important
dis nc on for contractors and suppliers. →
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“BUY AMERICA” REQUIREMENTS
Tying it all together…
• Each contract’s Schedule of Values contains a list of Line Numbers or Line Items that
correspond to the standard nine-digit Bid Items.
• Each Bid Item is assigned appropriate Material Codes with the relevant sampling,
testing, and steel requirements in AASHTOWare. (see Steel Checklist Report)
• The Bid Item and the Material Code are entered on the Form 406 to track the required
steel documentation.
• ALSO, Steel and iron products must meet MDT Specifications and quality requirements.
• Just because something is domestic in origin and manufacture doesn’t mean it
automatically meets spec.

7/14/2021
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Now that we’ve gone over the what and why, here’s the how…→
When it comes to administering MDT contracts, it starts with the Schedule of Values. Most
are familiar with the list of line numbers and bid items that contractors provide unit prices
for. →
Each 9‐digit bid item is set up in AASHTOWare with the relevant materials associated to it.
This association includes acceptance methods, the number and frequency of samples and
tests, sample and test responsibilities, and most important for this discussion, which “Buy
America” category a steel or iron item is in. At this point I want to address “uncategorized”
materials and products. Many of you remember the “Off the Shelf” rule or the “less than
90%” rule that made these items exempt. Well, that rule was struck down by a federal
judge back in December 2015. Ever since then, there are no exemptions to the law.
However, recognizing that documentation might not exist for some of these items even
though they contain 100% domestic material… IF A MATERIAL IS “UNCATEGORIZED”,
DOCUMENTATION IS NOT REQUIRED TO BE SUBMITTED UNLESS IT IS SPECIFICALLY
REQUESTED. The law still applies in these cases, but MDT’s level of documentation is
lesser. So, make sure to read and understand section MT 601 in the Materials Manual and
the Material Codes it contains. In a few moments I’ll show you a new report we have come
up with that summarizes all this informa on so it’s at your finger ps. →
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Now that we know the bid item, the material code, and the Steel Category, the next step is
to enter the required information on the Form 406. The PRIME contractor must submit the
406 to MDT which includes their overall certification that all steel and iron materials meet
these domes c origin rules. We’ll go through that in a moment as well. →
Another note, today we’re focusing on Domestic Steel requirements but it’s important to
remember that these items must also meet the design and quality requirements of the
contract. →
Sometimes the steel documentation covers both these requirements but sometimes it does
not, so it’s important to remember there are two separate requirements and both must be
sa sfied. →
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“BUY AMERICA” REQUIREMENTS
MT 601 Examples
https://www.mdt.mt.gov/publications/manuals/materials_man.shtml

– Category 1
MATERIAL/
MATERIAL CODE

BOX BEAM
GUARDRAIL
705.01.01.02

TESTS

SAMPLE
SIZE

SAMPLE/TEST FREQUENCY

FIELD

CERT/ VISUAL
INSPECTION

1 EACH

ONE PER EACH

DATA
SHEET
VISUAL

STEEL CERT
CATEGORY 1

1 EACH

ONE PER FORM 406

FORM 406

TESTS

SAMPLE
SIZE

SAMPLE/TEST FREQUENCY

FIELD

CERT/ VISUAL
INSPECTION

1 EACH

ONE PER EACH

DATA SHEET

STEEL CERT
CATEGORY 2

1 EACH

ONE PER FORM 406

FORM 406

DISTRICT/
AREA LAB

MDT
HQ LAB

NOTES

MANDATORY SUBMITTAL OF
DOCUMENTATION FOR EACH HEAT #

– Category 2
MATERIAL/
MATERIAL CODE

STEEL SIGN POSTS
704.01.04.01

DISTRICT/
AREA LAB

MDT
HQ LAB

NOTES

MANDATORY SUBMITTAL OF
DOCUMENTATION PER
SPECIFICATION 106.09

I’ve mentioned the Materials Manual a few times so here is an example of what it looks like
and the information it contains. You can access the manual at this link as well as all the
previous versions of materials manuals. Remember, the version in play at the time of
letting sets the rules, but also remember, if a standard is lesser today than at the time of
letting, the lesser standard is acceptable. And if a standard is higher today than at the time
of letting, the standard at the time of letting is still acceptable, so that’s a best of both
world’s situation.
Here we have an example of the two steel categories. In each example you can see the
Material Description and the corresponding 9‐digit Material code. The material acceptance
requirement is above, and the steel requirement is in grey below. It shows the Steel
Category, 1 or 2, and as I mentioned, it also shows the acceptance requirements
(datasheet, visual, C‐O‐C, etc.). It also shows the tests and sample sizes & frequencies
when appropriate. Then at the end there are notes for special instruc ons. →
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Steel Checklist
Report Example

7/14/2021

•

Bid Item
(and description)

•

Material Code
(and description)

•

Steel Category
(Cat 1 or Cat 2)

•

Also shows tied
project
information
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Here we have an example of the new Steel Checklist. This report should be generated by
the MDT field crew at the beginning of the project (Pre‐Con) and provided to the Prime
Contractor. It summarizes the bid items that have Cat 1 or Cat 2 steel materials associated
to them. It also contains all the project information. This example shows two tied projects
on the same contract. Another note: steel documents don’t need to be submitted twice,
once for each project, only once for each item on the contract, as long as the
documentation covers the total amount of material paid for.
(Go through transitions)
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“BUY AMERICA”
REQUIREMENTS
• Form 406 - Contractor’s Certificate of
Compliance for Steel & Iron Items
• Updated in May of 2021
• Filled out and Signed by the Prime
Contractor
• Required for both Category 1 and
Category 2 Steel Items
• Must indicate “Final Fabricator”

Here is the “new” version of the Form 406. It’s simpler and easier to get more items on a
single sheet, but it requires basically the same information as before, with a few updates to
the form…
This form is how MDT shares the risk with the Contractor as far as the accuracy of the
documentation that is provided, that is why the Prime Contractor must sign. Remember,
MDT’s agreement is with the Prime Contractor, not the sub or the supplier or distributor or
mill or foundry or whatever. Ultimately the Prime contractor is responsible for the
information provided on this form and the materials furnished.
One change you might notice from older forms is there is a line for the “final fabricator” for
each bid item and material. Previously that information was at the top of the form which
limited the number of suppliers and fabricators on each form to one. This form also takes
advantage of some other traceability changes that I’ll get to later. Another note:
Sometimes the Mill is also the Final Fabricator. Sheet Pile is a good example of this as in
many cases the sheet pile leaves the mill in its final shape. →
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How to fill out the
new form 406

Category 1 example

123 456 789

123.45.67.89

100

LF

Category 2 example

123 456 789

123.45.67.89

100

Tons

7/14/2021

8675309
NUCOR Oregon
Universal Industrial Sales

1
2

Universal Industrial Sales
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Here’s a closer look at the form and we’ll go through how to fill it out. Of course, it
requires all the standard project information at the top. Below that is the statement the
PRIME CONTRACTOR is making to MDT regarding these materials. This is one of the
updates. →
For Cat 1, → we have the item number, → then the material code→ (with room for the
descrip on below if that provides clarifica on), → the quan ty, → and the unit of measure.
→ The category goes in the far‐right column. Then we have → the heat number from the
mill, → the name of the mill, → and then the final fabricator. →
For Cat 2, → we have the same informa on up to the category, and then all that’s required
is the final fabricator. →
A couple of points here, the quantity must represent AT LEAST the amount installed, not
necessarily the exact amount or plan quantity. Also, the total doesn’t have to be all on one
form, multiple forms may be submitted but the total amount indicated must cover the
amount installed. The easiest way to look at this is when there is a delivery, the paperwork
must represent the amount delivered. If more is needed, then submit paperwork
representing the additional amount.
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I alluded to this before but note distributors and suppliers are left out of this…that’s on
purpose…but we’ll get to that…→
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“BUY AMERICA”
REQUIREMENTS
From Instructions
on Form 406

These are the updated instructions and I’ll just go through them. Highlighted areas are
updated from before, red is new, mostly…
For all you Marvel fans out there, I took a page from Dr. Strange and put the instructions in
Front of the form, instead of after the form…because we know what happened when
Kaecilious didn’t read the warnings about Dormammu in the book of Cagliostro. (Nerd joke)
→
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“BUY AMERICA” REQUIREMENTS
CATEGORY 1
• Original Mill Test Report with Heat #s & domestic statement (Melted & Manufactured in USA)
• Heat #s traced from the original Mill Test Report, through any brokers, through any
manufacturing, coating, etc., to the Final Fabricator.
• Each fabricator certifies fabrication (manufacturing & coating) has taken place in the USA.
• Heat #s on Final Fabricator certification and name of Mill listed on Form 406, signed by
Prime Contractor (Jobsite)
8675309

8675309

Steel
Mill

Final
Fabricator

Distributor

Need Mill
Test
Report

Need
documentation
showing heat
numbers

Need
documentation
showing heat
numbers

8675309

Jobsite
(Form 406)

Need Mill, Heat #s,
Fabricator, &
Prime Signature

Now we’ll go over the flow of what’s required for Category 1 documentation. This is where
things are a bit different. Some of these slides were used in the presentation at the 2020
MDT Construction Conference so I’m using exes, red ink, and strike outs to highlight what
has changed.
We still start at the mill, with the heat number and certification. That heat number must
be traceable through any intermediate fabrication or distribution before the final fabricator.
So, if a coil leaves a mill, goes to a supply house, and then to a rolling mill, we must be able
to follow that number out of the mill and into the rolling mill.
Each “step” certifies their work took place in the US using domestic steel (heat number).
Now here’s what’s different. Once the product is “finally fabricated” we don’t need to
trace the steps between the final fabricator and the project. So, no distributors or suppliers
after the final fabricator are needed. Finally, the heat number, mill, and final fabricator are
shown on the 406 and all the “step” documenta on is a ached. →
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“BUY AMERICA” REQUIREMENTS
CATEGORY 1 EXAMPLE
Material Provided from Distributor Final Fabricator

Steel
Mill

Final
Fabricator

Mill test Report
• Includes Heat
#240943
• Traceable to
Final
Fabricator
• Includes M&M
statement

• Includes Heat
#240943
• Traceable to
Subcontractor
• Traceable to
Project
• Includes M&M
statement

Distributor

Jobsite
(Form 406)
• Lists Heat
#240943
• Lists Mill
• Lists Final
Fabricator
• Signed by
Prime
Contractor

Now we’ll go through the same example we used at the 2020 construction conference to
highlight the differences. We have some guardrail, with a heat number, a mill cert, and a
final fabricator.
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“BUY AMERICA” REQUIREMENTS
CATEGORY 1 EXAMPLE
Following Guardrail heat #240943…
“Old” Form 406
• Filled out according to instructions

Jobsite
(Form 406)

7/14/2021

• Lists Heat
#240943
• Lists Mill
• Lists Final
Fabricator
• Signed by
Prime
Contractor
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Working backwards from the Jobsite or the form 406…. And using the old form 406…the
final fabricator is shown as the “furnisher” or the entity that has “furnished” the item to
the contractor/subcontractor. The heat number (240943) & mill are listed, along with the
item and material; and the form is signed by the Prime.
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“BUY AMERICA” REQUIREMENTS
CATEGORY 1 EXAMPLE
Documentation from Distributor/Final Fabricator
(Universal Industrial Sales)
• Traceable to Subcontractor and Project
• Lists Subcontractor (Mountain West Holding Co/Rocky
Mountain Traffic Control)
• Identifies Project
• Lists Materials
• Includes “Melted and Manufactured in USA” statement

Final
Fabricator

7/14/2021

• Includes Heat
#240943
• Traceable to
Subcontractor
• Traceable to
Project
• Includes M&M
statement
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And here is the final fabricator’s cert. Universal Industrial Sales is the guardrail
manufacturer that takes the coil from the mill and makes “W” or box shapes. They have
provided all sorts of good information that is helpful and was required previously but is no
longer required. This information is still helpful, and MDT won’t say “Try Again” or return
documents, but it’s just not required moving forward. Believe it or not, we ARE trying to
cut down on paperwork. Focusing on what is required moving forward, the final fabricator
provides a statement the fabrication was done in the US (including galvanizing and that it
meets specifications for guardrail) and what materials or items the cert covers. You’ll note
they say “Meets Buy America” but also include 23CFR635.410 and state it was melted and
manufactured in the USA, so they have all the bases covered. It’s also signed by a
representative. A word on signing, we’re not going to be the signature police. If the name
is represented as the responsible party, then that name is responsible. It doesn’t have to
be a wet signature or an electronic signature. →
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“BUY AMERICA” REQUIREMENTS
CATEGORY 1 EXAMPLE
Documentation from Distributor/Final Fabricator
(continued)
• Lists Heat #240943

Final
Fabricator

7/14/2021

• Includes Heat
#240943
• Traceable to
Subcontractor
• Traceable to
Project
• Includes M&M
statement
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Here is page two where the heat number is shown. (240943) →
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“BUY AMERICA”
REQUIREMENTS
CATEGORY 1 EXAMPLE
Documentation from Mill (North Star)
• Traceable to Distributor/Final Fabricator
• Lists Heat #240943
• Lists Distributor/Final Fabricator
• Includes “Melted and Manufactured in
USA” statement

Steel
Mill

7/14/2021

Mill Test Report
• Includes Heat
#240943
• Traceable to
Final
Fabricator
• Includes M&M
statement
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And here is the mill cert showing the heat number and indicating the heat number was sold
to Universal industrial Sales. This heat number is traced all the way through and listed on
the 406 (240943) as well as the mill, and the fabricator. →
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“BUY AMERICA” REQUIREMENTS
CATEGORY 1 EXAMPLE

Same example using the “new” Form 406
• Heat #, Mill, and Final Fabricator on same
row as the Material Code/Item number

7/14/2021
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Using the same example, I’ve mocked up what it would look like using the new form. The
new 406 contains all the same information, item number, quantity, category, etc., but it
now shows the material code that is attached to the item number making the exact tie
back to the Materials Manual and by reference, the contract. The heat number, mill, and
final fabricator, are all shown on the same row as the bid item for metal beam guardrail. It
also just shows the Prime contractor and doesn’t deal with subcontractors or suppliers or
distributors. Again, the 406 is from the PRIME to MDT. For the contracting community, it’s
up to you if you want your subs to fill this out, but the Prime must still sign and indicate you
have provided this material to MDT. MDT is paying the Prime for the item, not the sub or
the supplier.
The table in the second column is from the second page of the 406 which will come into
play in a few slides…→
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“BUY AMERICA” REQUIREMENTS
CATEGORY 1 EXAMPLE

Same example using the “new” Form 406
• Heat #, Mill, and Final Fabricator on same
row as the Material Code/Item number
• AND – ‘new’ Category 2 Material Code for
“MASH W-Beam Terminal Section”
(as of March 2018)

7/14/2021
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Here’s the same example but using a “new” material code for W‐beam terminal sections.
This highlights how MDT is constantly trying to make things simpler. Previous to this code,
we treated terminal sections as a combination of w‐beam guardrail (Cat 1) and steel
guardrail posts (Cat 2). So, heat numbers were required for the guardrail. But because a
terminal section is a unit that contains cable, brackets, etc., and only a relatively small
amount of actual w‐beam, we created a Category 2 code that covers the entire “unit”.
Now, all that is required is the certification from the fabricator that the terminal section
was manufactured (and coated) in the US, using steel melted and manufactured in the US.
This eliminates a material code and a line on the form 406. →
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“BUY AMERICA” REQUIREMENTS
CATEGORY 1 EXAMPLE
Same example using the “new” Form 406
• Heat #, Mill, and Final Fabricator on
same row as the Material Code/Item
number
• Shows Category 2 Material Code for
“MASH W-Beam Terminal Section”
• Shows potential new Category 2
Material Code for “Departure
Section”

7/14/2021
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Going one step further, I’m proposing we treat departure sections the same way as
terminal sections. Following the same logic, they don’t have quite as many parts, but are a
“unit” with cable and brackets. This isn’t in place yet, but if/when it’s approved by FHWA, a
new material code will be added to MT 601 and associated with the departure section bid
item. Assuming all is approved, the same example we started with can now fit on a one
page 406. →
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“BUY AMERICA” REQUIREMENTS
Fabrication:
Any changes to the material
after the original mill
• Cutting
• Bending
• Rolling
• Welding
• Coating
• Extruding
• Etc…..

That takes care of Category 1. This list is a reminder of what we discussed at the beginning
about manufacturing processes or “Fabrication”. Once one of these actions is performed,
the entity who performed it becomes a fabricator and that action must take place in the
US. As an example, I was reviewing a mill cert the other day that said some pipe was made
in Canada but finished in the US. Since it was partially made in Canada, that pipe does not
meet title 23 “Buy America”. It may meet “Buy American“ because of trade agreements or
meet other definitions of “Buy America” but does not for Federal Aid highway projects.
This is why language is important. As another example, we had a project where some pipe
piles used steel coil from an American Mill, were rolled and welded into piles in an
American pipe shop, then were sold to a distributor in Canada, then reentered the US by
way of a supplier who sold them to the contractor. Because no fabrication took place
outside the US, these piles were Buy America compliant.
All this is important as we move on to Category 2…→
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“BUY AMERICA” REQUIREMENTS
CATEGORY 2
•
•

•

Original Mill Test Report NOT required to be submitted to MDT but must be maintained
by the Final Fabricator (No Heat #’s!!)
Final Fabricator certifies all manufacturing processes, including coating, for iron and
steel materials have occurred in the U.S. (melted, manufactured, & coated in the U.S.)
including signature by fabricator representative
Final Fabricator’s name on Form 406, signed by Prime Contractor

Steel
Mill

Final
Fabricator
Need certified
documentation
indicating all steel
and iron M&M in
U.S.

Distributor

Jobsite
(Form 406)

Need Final
Fabricator Name &
Prime Signature

Now we have the flow of Category 2 documentation, again, using exes, strikeouts, and red
ink to highlight the differences from the 2020 presentation.
Since this is a Category 2 item, we don’t need the mill, just the final fabricator. And as we
just discussed, we don’t need the distributor anymore. Only the final fabricator’s
cer fica on. →
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“BUY AMERICA” REQUIREMENTS
CATEGORY 2 EXAMPLE
Materials Provided from Distributor Final Fabricator

Steel
Mill

Final
Fabricator

• Traceable to
Distributor
• Includes
materials
• Includes M&M
statement

Distributor

Jobsite
(Form 406)

• Lists Final
• Traceable to
Fabricator
Subcontractor
• Signed by
• Traceable to
Prime
jobsite
Contractor
• Includes
Fabricator

Using the same Category 2 example from 2020, highligh ng where things have changed…→
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“BUY AMERICA” REQUIREMENTS
CATEGORY 2 EXAMPLE
Following Frangible Breakaway from
Transpo…
“Old” Form 406
• Filled out according to instructions

Jobsite
(Form 406)

7/14/2021

• Lists Final
Fabricator
• Signed by
Prime
Contractor
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Once again working backwards from the form 406…
Fabricator is shown correctly in the table (Transpo), distributor is shown as the “furnisher”.
Item, Material, and quan ty listed, and signed by the Prime…→
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Documentation from Distributor (Coral Sales)
• Traceable to Subcontract, Fabricator, and
Project
• Lists Subcontractor
• Lists Fabricator
• Identifies Project
Distributor
Distributor

• Traceable to
Subcontractor
• Traceable to
jobsite
• Includes
Fabricator

7/14/2021
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This entire step has to do with the distributor/supplier, but since Coral Sales didn’t do any
fabrica on, there is no longer a requirement for them to provide documenta on. →
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CATEGORY 2 EXAMPLE
Documentation from Fabricator (Transpo)
• Traceable to Distributor
• Lists materials (item specs)
• Includes “Melted and Manufactured in US”
statement

Final
Fabricator

7/14/2021

• Traceable to
Distributor
• Includes
materials
• Includes M&M
statement
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Here is the certification from the fabricator, in this case Transpo fabricated breakaway
devices. They’ve provided the proper certification (melted and manufactured) and have
indicated what items the cert applies to. In this case, break safe assemblies, which are
required to be on the QPL. This also doubles as the materials cert because only the
approved designs are listed on the QPL, and we can trace the brand name to the QPL to
verify the approved design. →
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Now we’ll discuss a few “special” situations…

7/14/2021
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That wraps up Category 2.
Before we move on, a quick note about “waivers”. FHWA may grant a waiver if there isn’t a
domestic source of a certain material. However, in reality, waivers are complicated and
basically impossible to get within the time frame of a project. So, it’s not technically
impossible to get a waiver from FHWA, but those come directly from HQ in DC and require
comment periods, research, etc. Therefore, if a project has been advertised, there is no
real chance of getting a waiver. I just wanted to address that since that question comes up
often. Moving on…
So far, we’ve covered the standard practice for steel and iron items, but there are some
special situa ons where we have addi onal guidance and procedures…→
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“Prefabricated” Steel Items
•

Defined as items fabricated from Category I materials (e. g., structural steel, and structural steel
tubing) at some point away from the project site

•

Items fabricated away from the project may be inspected by the Department at the point of
fabrication

•

Items inspected at the point of fabrication still require a Form 406 from the Prime Contractor but
will be accepted by a certification from the final fabricator, equivalent to Category 2 level
documentation

•

The certification must indicate “melted and manufactured in U.S.A.” or “all manufacturing processes
have taken place in the U.S.A.” and the final fabricator must maintain all supporting documentation.
NEVER ASSUME ITEMS ARE ACCEPTED AT THE POINT OF MANUFACTURE!
THE FORM 406 AND CERTIFICATION MUST BE SUBMITTED TO PROJECT STAFF!

7/14/2021
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As you can imagine, all the paperwork involved in keeping track of this stuff can build up,
especially for a bridge or structure. Also, because “all” steel and iron is included, it
becomes difficult to keep track of small bits and pieces that go into things like diaphragms
and cross braces but are still required to be domestic. After spending years trying to sort
through reams and reams of paper on previous projects which takes a CONSIDERABLE
number of man‐hours, both for the contractor and MDT, MDT worked with FHWA Montana
Division to come up with an alterna ve. →
The result was a spec change in the summer of 2017 that allowed items that are
“prefabricated”, or fabricated away from the project site, to be accepted with a letter from
the “prefabricator” equivalent to Category 2 level documentation. Unfortunately, the spec
language omitted a key component of why FHWA allowed these “prefabricated” items to
be accepted on the equivalent of Category 2…and that is “pre‐inspection”. The intent of
the spec change was to address the paperwork hassle of these large bridges and structures
that MDT was already inspecting at the point of fabrication.
Part of pre‐inspection is a review and verification of document tracking that is required by
the third‐party certification or audits that are also required of those prefabrication shops in
MDT’s standard specifications. AISC, PCI, NPCA, etc. Since the spec wasn’t specific enough,
MDT had to accept any prefabricated item on that basis, contractually, even if it wasn’t pre‐
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inspected or came from an uncertified shop. In essence, these “prefabricated” products
contain what would be considered Category 1 materials separately, and even though the
third‐party certification assured documentation was being traced and tracked, those
certifications have no assurance the steel is DOMESTIC. The combination of third‐party
certification AND MDT pre‐inspection is what makes it acceptable. Without both those
aspects, FHWA will no longer allow this level of acceptance. Therefore, a spec revision is
working its way through the process to clean this up and address the pre‐inspection part of
the problem, effective as of the July 2021 version of the Spec Book. →
Moving forward, when a product is prefabricated from Category 1 materials, if it is not pre‐
inspected, Category 1 level documentation will be required. MDT reserves the right to
determine which products will be pre‐inspected, however certain items will always be pre‐
inspected, mainly prestressed concrete products and prefabricated steel bridges and bridge
members, more on that in a moment. →
The good news is this change only applies to two products, overhead sign structures and
bridge railing. These items are fabricated from structural steel and structural steel
tubing/box beam guardrail, however since these items are not historically pre‐inspected,
they will require Category 1 documentation by default. There is already a specific Category 1
material code for Overhead Sign Structures and the Bid Items for bridge railing already
contain structural steel tubing. This is where there was a contradiction since these items are
“prefabricated”. Prestressed beams are already Category 2 since rebar and strand are
Category 2. This is another case where the Steel Checklist will make things easier by showing
what material codes are attached to what bid items. →
In any case, the cert must still contain the correct language. Also, this documentation must
be delivered to the project with a form 406!!! Never assume that because something was
pre‐inspected it was “pre‐approved.” →
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“Prefabricated” Steel Items (Cont.)
•

Items fabricated from Category 1 materials (e. g., structural steel and structure steel tubing) away
from the project that are not inspected at the point of fabrication still need to provide Category 1
documentation regardless of the fact they were “prefabricated”.

•

MDT reserves the right to determine which items it will inspect at the point of fabrication
•

Bridges and bridge members are always inspected at the point of fabrication

•

Overhead structures may or may not be inspected at the point of fabrication

•

Bridge rail is not usually inspected at the point of fabrication

•

Guardrail is not inspected at the point of fabrication

•

Piling is not inspected at the point of fabrication
NEVER ASSUME ITEMS ARE ACCEPTED AT THE POINT OF MANUFACTURE!
THE FORM 406 AND CERTIFICATION MUST BE SUBMITTED TO PROJECT STAFF!

7/14/2021
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So, to reiterate… →
Items fabricated from Category 1 materials that are NOT inspected at the point of
fabrication must still provide Category 1 documentation regardless if they are
“prefabricated” moving forward. →
MDT reserves the right to determine which items will be pre‐inspected. →
These are the materials this applies to, in general. →→→→
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Precast items
•

Defined as items fabricated at a precast or prestressed plant listed on the QPL or certified by PCI,
NCPA, or ACPA

•

The Department will either inspect the precast item at the plant or inspect the plant periodically

•

Precast items still require a Form 406 from the Prime Contractor but will be accepted by a
certification from the final fabricator (precast plant), equivalent to Category 2 level documentation

•

The certification must indicate “melted and manufactured in U.S.A.” or “all manufacturing processes
have taken place in the U.S.A.” and the final fabricator must maintain all supporting documentation.

•

The certification must indicate the designation and number of items covered
•

E.g., 24” RCP, 10’ X 7’ RCB, Type I Drop Inlet, Type M-72 Beam, etc.
NEVER ASSUME ITEMS ARE ACCEPTED AT THE POINT OF MANUFACTURE!
THE FORM 406 AND CERTIFICATION MUST BE SUBMITTED TO PROJECT STAFF!

7/14/2021
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Now let’s talk about precast items. For the purposes of this discussion, it’s important to
understand what is considered precast. →
If a concrete item is not cast in a precast plant that is either listed on the QPL or certified by
a third‐party precast organization, it’s considered “cast in place” (more on that in a
second…) →
MDT will either inspect the item or the facility to ensure documentation is being
maintained. →
Precast items require a form 406 but will be accepted with Category 2 level documentation.
All precast items are considered Category 2 in the Materials Manual. →
The proper language must be included on the cer fica on. →
And the items the cer fica on covers must be indicated. →
Again, documenta on must come to the project with the form 406. →
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Precast items (Cont.)
•

•

Certification must indicate product(s) meet all MDT specifications for items indicated
•

“Meets Contract/Project Specifications” (Must include Project Name/Number), or

•

“Meets AASHTO XYZ” (Spec called for in MDT Standard Specifications), or

•

“Meets MDT Specifications (Only applicable if an item is obviously a standard item)

MDT inspects precast plants periodically or during production to ensure documentation and test
results are maintained in order to allow a more general certification

•

Items from plants not listed on the QPL or not certified by PCI, NCPA, or ACPA are considered “castin-place” and all materials must be sampled, tested, and accepted according to the individual
material requirements in MT 601, e.g., barrier rail – See Section 554 and 605 in the Spec Book
NEVER ASSUME ITEMS ARE ACCEPTED AT THE POINT OF MANUFACTURE!
THE FORM 406 AND CERTIFICATION MUST BE SUBMITTED TO PROJECT STAFF!

7/14/2021
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Stepping away from Buy America proper for a moment here…→
The certs from a precast plant must also indicate the items meet the contract
specifica ons. Here are some examples of acceptable language. →
If the contract or project is indicated, “meets contract or project specifications” is
acceptable. O en mes precast items are specific to contracts. →
If it’s and item that is covered by an AASHTO or ASTM standard, certifying it meets that
standard is acceptable. As an example, if a contract says provide concrete pipe in
accordance with AASTHO XYZ. →
IF the items are identified AND they are obviously standard items, like 24” concrete pipe,
then “meets MDT specifications” is also acceptable. This would not be acceptable for a
project specific box culvert or a prestressed beam. →
As we just discussed, MDT is in the precast plants monthly and annually or at the time of
construction to review other certifications and test results (cement, aggregate, etc.) which
allows this more general level of cer fica on. →
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Getting back to the Cast‐in‐place discussion, when items are not made at plants that go
through our inspection process, regardless if they are “precast” they are considered cast in
place and must be inspected as such. So, if you have “precast” items on projects made at a
non‐certified or non‐listed plant (which isn’t allowed in the first place for many items) then
the individual materials must be sampled and tested as if the items were cast‐in‐place on the
project. The classic example is barrier rail. These are routinely cast away from a listed plant
and then transported to the project so they are treated as cast in place and must provide
documentation for the individual materials contained within. (QA incentives also complicate
Barrier Rail) →
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Rebar
•

Follow guidance in Rebar Memo https://www.mdt.mt.gov/other/webdata/external/const/const_memo/2021/REBAR-CERTS-BUY-AMERICA.pdf

•

Rebar is Category 2

•

Rebar mill must be listed on the QPL

•

Rebar epoxy coater must be listed on the QPL

•

Still requires a Form 406 from the Prime Contractor

•

Mill certs and heat #’s are not required to be submitted, however the name and location of the mill
and epoxy coater must be indicated on the Final Fabricator’s certification

•

Size and specification of Rebar must also be indicated on Final Fabricator’s certification

•

The certification must indicate “melted and manufactured in U.S.A.” or “all manufacturing processes
have taken place in the U.S.A.”, the final fabricator must maintain all supporting documentation, and
the certification must include the name of the individual making the statement

7/14/2021
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The last special situa on is Rebar. →
There is a construction memo out there now with specific guidance on rebar that goes into
greater detail and includes a lot of what we’ve discussed already today, but here are the
high points. →
Rebar is category 2→
Rebar must come from sources listed on the QPL. →
As do rebar epoxy coaters. This is how we assure the quality of the material. These mills
and coaters go through annual third‐party audits and random split sample tests. →
Rebar s ll requires a form 406. →
Mill certs and heat numbers are not required (Cat 2) however the name and location of the
mill and/or epoxy coater must be shown on the cer fica on. →
The size and specification of the Rebar must also be indicated so we can verify the right
product and the right spec has been furnished. →
And finally, the correct domestic language must be included along with the name of the
person making the cer fica on. →
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In Conclusion…
• This presentation has focused primarily on “Buy America” Documentation
• Always remember material acceptance documentation also required –
ensure material meets specifications for design and quality
• Examples:
• Rebar (A615, M 31, A1035, etc.), galvanizing (A123, A153, M 111), epoxy
(A775), steel (M 270, A709, etc.), guardrail (M 180), section of MDT spec
book, other AASHTO or ASTM spec., etc.

7/14/2021
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We Focused on Buy America today. At one time MDT tried to eliminate that reference due
to all the confusion with the other domestic laws and different interpretations out there,
but much like the imperial measurement system, it’s never going away so the goal is to
explain it as best we can.
Remember material and quality specs must be provided. Just because it’s domestic
doesn’t mean it meets spec.
Here are some examples of specifications that apply to the materials we’ve been discussing
today…
→
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THANK YOU FOR WATCHING!!
Ross “Oak” Metcalfe – State Materials Engineer – rmetcalfe@mt.gov – 406-444-9201
Paul Bushnell – Inspection Operations Supervisor – pbushnell@mt.gov – 406-444-6267
Jim Davies – Materials Bureau Chief – jdavies@mt.gov – 406-444-3424

And that brings this presentation to a close. I hope this information is helpful to both MDT
and Contractor personnel. This presentation will be posted internally and externally for
anyone to reference in the future. Hopefully there won’t be to many changes but there will
always be some, so updates will be made as appropriate. The intent is for this to serve as a
single source of information that both the Contracting community and MDT inspectors can
reference. The PowerPoint slides will also be posted as a pdf file for download.
Please feel free to contact any of us with questions.
Thank you for your time and attention.
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